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Abstract—Base station (BS) sleeping operation is one of the
effective ways to save energy consumption of cellular networks,
but it may lead to longer delay to the customers. The fundamental
question then arises: how much energy can be traded off by a
tolerable delay? In this paper, we characterize the fundamental
tradeoffs between total energy consumption and overall delay in
a BS with sleep mode operations by queueing models. Here, the
BS total energy consumption includes not only the transmitting
power but also basic power (for baseband processing, power
amplifier, etc) and switch-over power of the BS working mode,
and the overall delay includes not only transmission delay but
also queueing delay. Specifically, the BS is modeled as an M/G/1
vacation queue with setup and close-down times, where the BS
enters sleep mode if no customers arrive during the close-down
(hysteretic) time after the queue becomes empty. When asleep, the
BS stays in sleep mode until the queue builds up to N customers
during the sleep period (N-Policy). Several closed-form formulas
are derived to demonstrate the tradeoffs between the energy
consumption and the mean delay for different wake-up policies by
changing the close-down time, setup time, and the parameter N.
It is shown that the relationship between the energy consumption
and the mean delay is linear in terms of mean close-down time,
but non-linear in terms of N. The explicit relationship between
total power consumption and average delay with varying service
rate is also analyzed theoretically, indicating that sacrificing
delay cannot always be traded off for energy saving. In other
words, larger N may lead to lower energy consumption, but there
exists an optimal N* that minimizes the mean delay and energy
consumption at the same time. We also investigate the maximum
delay (delay bound) for certain percentage of service and find that
the delay bound is nearly linear in mean delay in the cases tested.
Therefore, similar tradeoffs exist between energy consumption
and the delay bound. In summary, the closed-form energy-delay
tradeoffs cast light on designing BS sleeping and wake-up control
policies which aim to save energy while maintaining acceptable
quality of service.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, it has been reported that information and commu-
nication technology (ICT) industry is becoming a significant
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part of the world energy consumption and cellular networks
are among the main energy consumers in the ICT field.
Specifically, base stations (BSs) account for over 80% of the
cellular network energy consumption [2]. Therefore, in order
to support increasing data transmission rate, energy efficiency
is key in future base station operations [3].

One of the key approaches to make the mobile communi-
cation networks more energy-efficient is to have the cellular
architecture and radio resource allocation more adaptive to
network environment and traffic variations, including making
some lightly-loaded base stations (BSs) go to sleep. This
is the key concept of the so-called TANGO (Traffic-Aware
Network planning and Green Operation) [4] and CHORUS
(Collaborative and Harmonized Open Radio Ubiquitous Sys-
tems) [5] published by the authors earlier. To realize this, a new
cellular framework, named hyper-cellular networks (HCN)[6],
has been proposed, in which the coverage of control signals
is decoupled from the coverage of traffic signals so that the
traffic coverage can be more adaptive to the dynamics of traffic
characteristics and QoS requirements. Due to this elasticity of
HCN, some delay-insensitive users may have to experience
some delay or other kind of QoS degradation in order to save
energy, i.e., energy can be traded off by some delay. The
fundamental question then arises: how much energy can be
traded off by a tolerable delay?

The so-called energy-delay tradeoff (EDT) problem has a
broader meaning rather than the tradeoff only between energy
and delay. It means broadly that the tradeoff between the
limited network resources (e.g., power level, buffer space,
etc) and the tolerable performance (e.g., delay, packet loss,
etc) degradation perceived by users. The characterization of
EDT exposes the ways in which resources could be saved
by compromising on the level of performance. In this paper,
we will mainly focus on the tradeoff between total energy
consumption and the end-to-end flow level delay caused by
BS sleeping in the hyper-cellular networks in which the BSs
go to sleep when necessary in order to save energy.

Sleep mode operation is an effective way to save energy
while maintaining acceptable quality of service (QoS) [3], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. To save energy, a BS can be turned off
(or go to sleep mode) when the traffic load is relatively light,
but the quality of service will deteriorate accordingly. In [7],
the authors investigate energy saving sleep mode operations
while maintaining acceptable throughput received by users.
Based on a Markovian model, they solve a set of balance
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equations and obtain the probability that users achieve the
target throughput. [8], [9] consider sleep mode operations with
blocking probability constraint in a cellular network.

In this paper, we consider the energy-delay tradeoff because
delay performance is a key matric in mobile multimedia
communications, i.e., how much energy can be traded off by
a certain amount of delay? In [13], it has been shown that
the tradeoffs do exist between average transmission power and
average buffer delay by changing the transmission rate, but the
BS sleep operation was not considered. We consider energy-
delay tradeoffs in BS sleep mode operation and assume fixed
transmission rate when the base station is turned on. When a
base station is turned off, customers have to wait until the base
station wakes up and therefore will experience longer delay.
We aim to investigate how much energy can be traded off by
the queueing delay in terms of the BS sleep time, setup time,
and close-down time. We focus on the cases where the sleep
mode operations do not affect customer arrival processes, and
do not consider the benefit of coordinated multi-point [14]
or cell zooming [15], where a customer can be served by a
neighboring base station.

Several closed-form formulas are derived to demonstrate the
tradeoffs between the energy consumption and the mean delay
for different wake-up policies by changing the close-down
time, setup time, and the parameter N. It is shown that the
relationship between the energy consumption and the mean de-
lay is linear in terms of mean close-down time, but non-linear
in terms of N. The explicit relationship between total energy
consumption and average delay with varying service rate is
also analyzed theoretically, indicating that sacrificing longer
delay does not always help to reduce energy consumption. In
other words, larger N may lead to lower energy consumption,
but there exists an optimal N* that minimizes the mean delay
and energy consumption at the same time. We also investigate
the maximum delay for certain percentage of service, which
is closely related to the mean delay. In summary, the closed-
form tradeoffs cast light on designing BS sleep control policies
which aim to save energy while maintaining acceptable quality
of service. We have also investigated the bound on given
percentile of overall delay and found that the delay bound
is nearly linear in mean delay in the cases tested. Therefore,
similar tradeoffs exist between energy consumption and the
delay bound. In addition, we propose a two-step optimization
method to optimize the sleeping operation parameters and to
investigate the optimal energy-delay relationship for all wake-
up policies.

II. RELATED WORK AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

As one of the fundamental tradeoffs in communications
(especially in wireless communications), the relationship be-
tween power (energy) consumption and QoS (in particular
delay) has been studied for many years. But, most of them
are on the transmit power and the tranmission delay from the
perspective of physical layer. For example, it has been clearly
shown in Shannon formula that there exists a fundamental
tradeoff between them, i.e., using longer time for transmission
can save energy or, equivalently speaking, energy consumption

per bit in AWGN channels is minimized when bandwidth (W )
or transmission time (t) is infinite. This result is extended to
fading channels in [13] by specifically stating that the EDT
does exist in a squared root form, and then further extended
to a multiuser context in [16] showing that the square-root
tradeoff is both necessary and achievable. There are also
some studies on the EDT in specific systems such as CDMA
networks [17] and industrial wireless networks [18].

However, if the circuit and/or basic power in a BS and/or
the queueing delay of the packets are taken into account, the
relationship between total energy consumption and end-to-
end delay will get much more complicated. This is mainly
because that the circuit and/or basic power in a BS could
be much larger than the transmit power, e.g., the transmit
power of a typical GSM base station is about 40W only while
the total power of the BS could be as high as 1500W. The
queueing delay due to the multiple access from different users
could also dominate the end-to-end delay, in particular when
the burstiness of the packet arrivals is high. In addition, we
should not only consider the average delay but also the delay
variation or the delay bound in practical networks, and not
only the energy consumption and the delay in a single link
but also those in a cell (with multiple links) or in a whole
cellular network (with multiple cells) should be considered. As
a result, characterizing the EDT in a cellular network is much
complicated than before. To do this, we need to combine the
information theory (directly linked to the energy consumption)
and the queueing theory (directly linked to delay) together,
which has been shown unconsummated yet in [19]. As an
earlier work, paper [20] has shown that, if the packets can be
queued before transmission, the queue itself can be viewed
as a memory channel which may increase the capacity of the
systems. But, the delay considered here is transmission delay
only and the EDT problem was not considered yet.

Recently, if the circuit power and/or basic power is taken
into account in addition to the transmit power, it has been
shown that the energy and the delay are not always a tradeoff,
i.e., energy consumption could be further reduced with shorter
delay under some conditions [21]. This is because the circuit
power and/or basic power could be linearly reduced when the
transmission time decreases. As a result, the total energy con-
sumption may be reduced when shortening the transmission
time if the circuit power and/or basic power dominates. How-
ever, the authors considered transmission delay only. If the
queueing delay is further taken into account, the relationship
between energy and delay gets even more complicated, which
has not been solved yet. In particular, there have been no any
studies so far to discuss the impact of the sleeping control on
the EDT.

In order to achieve the optimal energy-delay tradeoff, i.e.,
reduce the energy consumption as less as possible for a given
delay requirement, two typical methods have been proposed.
One is to adjust the power level of the BS according to
the variation of traffic load rather than keeping the power at
a constant level. For example, paper [22] has proposed an
adaptive policy in which the service rate (i.e., the transmit
power level) is changed while keeping almost flat the delay
curve. But, considering the fact that the transmit power only
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accounts for a small portion of the whole energy consumption
of a typical BS, this method is not so effective in terms of
the energy efficiency. The other method is to make the BS
go to sleep when the traffic load is quite low. This method is
much more effective in terms of the energy efficiency because
not only the transmit power but also the circuit and/or basic
power can be saved by such a sleeping control. For instance,
paper [23] has proposed a hysteretic sleeping control policy,
in which the server stay in sleep mode when asleep until the
queue builds up to the point where the ON threshold is met.
After waking up, the server stays awake until all jobs in the
queue are processed and then is turned OFF. It concludes that,
compared with a baseline policy that never puts the server
to sleep, 1) low utilization can result in almost 87% energy
saving, and 2) high utilization results in only 7.4% energy
saving. But, the EDT problem was not considered. In [24],
the authors formulate a total cost minimization problem that
allows for a flexible tradeoff between flow-level delay and
energy consumption, but the sleep control was not considered.
In this paper, we will mainly focus on the impact of sleep
control parameters (e.g., close-down time, setup time, and
sleeping time) on the EDT in a hyper-cellular network where
the BSs go to sleep when the queue gets empty.

III. HYPER-CELLULAR NETWORKS WITH BS SLEEP
MODE OPERATION

As discussed earlier, we have argued that the future cellular
architecture has to be more adaptive to the traffic dynamics
and the network environments. However, the deeply coupled
structure of the signaling functions and data service functions
in the existing cellular networks makes it very difficult to be
realized. This is mainly because, even though there is little
traffic needed to be transmitted, the base stations have to
transmit pilot signals in order to keep the coverage which
cannot adapt to the traffic dynamic and network environment
easily. In order to make the cell coverage more adaptive to the
traffic dynamic and network environment (i.e., soft coverage),
the coverage for control functions (i.e., control coverage) and
that for data service functions (i.e., data coverage) have to be
decoupled so that the data service BSs (DBSs) can be deployed
and operated in an on-demand manner while the control BSs
(CBSs) will be always on to guarantee the coverage. That is
called hyper-cellular networks (HCN) where the cell coverage
is more ”soft” and smart than before because the DBSs can
be easily switched off (sleep) and on (awake) in accordance
with the traffic variations and environment changes.

In fact, the HCN concept can be further extended to the
cases where different part of data from different layers of an
user or different type of data from different users go through
different DBSs, i.e., the DBSs could be further divided into
multiple tiers to form different coverage and the different
coverage layers can be optimized independently. Under this
framework of separation, the data of different QoS require-
ments (data rate, delay, secrecy, reliability, on-line availabil-
ity) may be supported by most appropriate radios with the
lowest cost (in terms of deployment, energy, spectrum, etc.).
As an example, most current applications may require both

always-online experience and high data-rate communication
on-demand. For these applications, the data to be transmitted
over the air can at least be divided into the following two
parts:

• The data to ensure the network aware of the state of the
user (keep awake), and to ensure allocation of transmis-
sion resource for on-demand high rate data

• The high rate service data of the contents

These two parts of data are of quite different QoS require-
ments, thus in our architecture, they may be served through
different coverage or different RATs (Radio Access Technolo-
gies). The first part of data is sometimes referred to as control
data or signaling data, which is in general of very low rate but
should be supported all the time. This is suitable to be served
by a large coverage network, i.e., with large cell size. Since
large cell size result in smoothing the variation or fluctuation
of traffics in each cell, these base stations can be operated in
a high efficiency condition.

With the support of the large coverage for the first part of
data, the access points (or base stations) for high rate coverage
can be muted when the traffic is low, and leave only a small
portion of high rate access points to operate in a high efficiency
condition.

As for the sleeping time and the wake-up policy, three
typical scenario can be considered in general.

• Single Sleep (SS) Policy: The BS goes to sleep mode
only once and then wake up after a specific time. One
of the key features of this policy is that it can be easily
implemented because the BS does not need to be aware
of the network situation during the sleep. In other words,
the BS can go to deep sleep with much lower power level.
Of course, the longer the sleep time, the more energy can
be saved from the sleeping control. But, packets arrived
during the sleeping period will suffer from longer delay.
Therefore, how to design the optimal sleeping time is a
major challenge.

• Multiple Sleep (MS) Policy: If there is no any packets
arrived during the sleeping period, the BS will go to sleep
mode again until it finds some packets to be served when
awake. Such a policy can further save energy than the
SS policy by prolonging the sleeping time if there is no
packets arrived during the last sleep period. But, it may
lead to longer delay and, moreover, consume extra energy
for the BS to wake up and check the status of the system.

• N-Policy: The sleeping BS wakes up only when N or
more packets have been accumulated during the sleeping
period. Compared with the SS and MS policies, N-policy
could be more energy-efficient because the BS can stay
in sleep mode longer if the arrival rate is relatively low
without unnecessary wake-ups. The larger the parameter
N, the more energy savings but the longer delay. Hence,
how to design the optimal parameter N is a key challenge.
One of the disadvantages of this policy is that someone
has to count the number of arrivals during the sleeping
period. If this has to be done by the sleeping BS, the
energy saving gain by this policy could be very limited
because the BS cannot go to deep sleep in order to count
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the packet arrivals. This problem can be easily solved in
hyper-cellular networks because the associated CBS can
take this responsibility and then send a wake-up signal to
the sleeping BS by wireline channel. Overall, N-policy
is more suitable for the hyper-cellular networks if the
parameter N is well designed.

In [25], the authors has studied the three wake-up policies
extensively and proposed an optimal mechanism for the BS
sleep control. It also concludes that the fundamental EDT of
the three policies is quite similar. Therefore, we consider the
N-policy only in the sequel.

IV. BS SLEEP MODE MODELING AND ITS ANALYSIS

For a base station which uses code division multiple access
(CDMA) technology or orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) technology, the whole frequency resource
should be turned off if the BS decides to go to sleep. Therefore,
a base station can be modeled as a single server queue. The
switch-over cost of the base station is considered as the setup
time and the power consumption during the setup time. The
switch-over cost is also an impediment of frequently turning
on and off the base station. In general, longer close-down
time will lead to shorter waiting time of packets, because
packets which arrive during the close-down time will be
served immediately without setup time. However, since the
base station is idle in close-down time, it consumes more
power compared with the case where the base station enters
sleep mode immediately after serving all customers. Another
effective way to reduce setup frequency is to turn the base
station on when it sees N > 1 customers waiting. Larger N
reduces the setup frequency and energy cost, but it may result
in longer delay. To find the tradeoffs between energy and delay,
and to design effective sleep policies, we mainly consider the
effects of the close-down time and N on energy and delay in
the follows.

A. M/G/1 Vacation Queue with Setup and Close-down Times

We model a base station as an M/G/1 vacation queue with
close-down and setup times. Packets are assumed to arrive to
the BS in a Poisson process1 with parameter λ and request an
i.i.d. (independently and identically distributed) service time B
with mean hB and squared coefficient of variation C2

B. During
this period, the transmit power of the BS is assumed to be fixed
at PON

2. When the queue becomes empty, the server keeps
waiting for a while D (called close-down time) which follows
a general distribution with mean hD and squared coefficient
of variation C2

D. During this period, the transmit power of the
BS is assumed to be PCD. If any new packets arrive during
the close-down time, the server immediately starts its service

1Although the packet arrivals in real networks are in general much more
bursty than Poisson process, we make this simple assumption because this
paper aims at providing some closed-form expressions for the energy-delay
tradeoff in order to characterize the EDT more explicitly. The extended
discussions on the impact of the burstiness of arrival process on sleeping
control can be found in [26].

2More general cases where the transmit power linearly increases as traffic
load is considered in [25]

without any delay. But if no packets arrive during the close-
down time, the server will be switched into sleep mode with a
very low power level PSL. The sleeping time (corresponds to
the vacation time in queueing models) either follows an i.i.d.
distribution with mean hV and squared coefficient of variation
C2

V in the SS and MS policies or is terminated by the N-th
packet arrival in N-policy. Specifically for the N-policy, if N
packets have arrived during the sleep period, the server starts
to set up (or called warm-up) and then to serve new packets,
where the server setup time is also generally distributed with
mean hS and squared coefficient of variation C2

S and the power
level during the setup phase is PST. Such a queuing model
has been studied in [27] and we will use it in the follows
to characterize the EDT in our hyper-cellular networks with
sleep mode operation.
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Fig. 1. Power transition and vacation cycle of a single-server vacation queue
with setup and close-down times

For the analysis of delay variation and delay bound, we
first denote by ˜B(s), ˜D(s), ˜S(s), and ˜T (s) the Laplace-Stieltjes
transform of the service time, close-down time, setup time,
and the total sojourn time of the packets in the system. Then,
the probability that no customers arrive during the close-down
time is given by pv = D̃(λ), which is in fact the probability
that the server will get into sleep (vacation) mode anyway
(called sleeping probability in the sequel). In this case, the
close-down time is exactly the given variable D. On the
contrary, if there is any packet arrival before the close-down
time expires, the close-down phase will be terminated by the
packet arrival. Based on the memoryless nature of Poisson
arrivals, we can get the effective average close-down time as
h̃D = (1− pv)hD + pvλ−1. The mean length of a cycle E[C]
(time between two successive epochs at which the queue
becomes empty) is then given by [28]:

E[C] = (1− pv)(
1
λ
+

hB

1−ρ
)+ pv(

N
λ
+

hS +NhB

1−ρ
)

=
1− pv + pv(N +ρS)

λ(1−ρ)
, (1)

where ρ = λhB and ρS = λhS.
We then obtain the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of packet’s

sojourn time, which includes both the waiting time in the
queue and the service time, as follow [28]3.

3Here we correct an error in the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of waiting time
in the queue (W̃ (s) = T̃ (s)/B̃(s)) on page 136 of [28].
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T̃ (s) =
B̃(s)
E[C]

{1− pv

λ
+

(1− pv)(1− B̃(s))
s−λ+λB̃(s)

+ pv
S̃(s)

λ
[λ/(s+λ)]N − [B̃(s)]N

λ/(s+λ)− B̃(s)

+ pv
1− S̃(s)(B̃(s))N

s−λ+λB̃(s)
}. (2)

Differentiating Eq. (2) by s and then setting s = 0 and
substituting Eq.(1) into it, we obtain the mean sojourn time
E(T ), which is in consistent with the result in [27]:

E[T ] = hB +
(1+C2

B)ρhB

2(1−ρ)

+
pv[N(N −1)+2NρS +(1+C2

S)ρ
2
S]

2λ[pv(N +ρS)+1− pv]
. (3)

This is in fact an extended version of the decomposition
theorem in normal vacation queues [28], i.e., the first two parts
are the mean waiting time of the normal M/G/1 queue without
vacation, close-down, and setup times and the 3rd part is the
additional delay caused by the vacation, the close-down, and
the setup operations. It is also noteworthy that not only the
first moments of the service and the setup times but also their
second moments will have a great impact on the average delay
performance, while only the first moment of the close-down
time has impact on the average delay performance.

By averaging the power levels of the BS in service (PON),
close-down (PCD), sleeping (PSL), and setup (PST) phases, we
obtain the average power level as follow:

E[P] = ρPON +
1

E[C]
(

1− pv

λ
PCD + pv

N
λ

PSL + pvhSPST)

=
1

E[C]
[
1− pv

λ
(PCD −PSL)+ pvhS(PST −PSL)]

+ (1−ρ)PSL +ρPON. (4)

This directly corresponds to the total energy consumption of
the BS because it takes all the cases into account. If we
multiply E[P] with the BS operation time, that will lead to
the total energy consumption.

B. EDT in terms of Close-down Time

We investigate the closed-form relationship between mean
power and mean sojourn time by changing the mean close-
down time. To do this, we first rewrite Eq.(3) as follows:

E[T ] = hB +
(1+C2

B)ρhB

2(1−ρ)

+
[N(N −1)+2NρS +(1+C2

S)ρ
2
S]

2λ[(N +ρS)−1+ p−1
v ]

, (5)

from which it can be seen that E[T ] is monotonically increas-
ing convex function of pv. Given the distribution of close-
down time, as the mean close-down time (hD) increases, the
probability that no customers arrive during the close-down
time (pv) decreases and therefore E[T ] decreases too. In other
words, E[T ] is monotonically decreasing function of hD.

On the other hand, substituting Eq.(1) into Eq.(4) yields to

E[P] =
(1−ρ)[(1− pv)(PCD −PSL)+ pvρS(PST −PSL)]

1+ pv(N −1+ρS)

+ (1−ρ)PSL +ρPON (6)

from which it can been seen that E[P] is monotonically
decreasing function of pv and therefore increasing function
of hD.

To bridging E[T ] with E[P], we first represent pv in terms
of E[T ] based on Eq. (5) and then substitute pv into Eq. (6),
which yield to

E[P] = ρPON +(1−ρ)PCD

+
2λ(1−ρ)E[T ]−2ρ(1−ρ)− (1+C2

B)ρ2

(1+C2
S)ρ

2
S +2NρS +N(N −1)

× [ρS(PST −PSL)− (N +ρS)(PCD −PSL)]. (7)

Surprisingly, the relationship between E[P] and E[T ] is linear
in terms of mean close-down time for the given system
parameters. This is quite different from the previous studies
and can be used to guide the design of practical systems. For
instance, within the tolerable delay scope, the system should
set the mean close-down time as small as possible and the
resulting energy saving gain should be linearly enhanced with
the reduction of the mean close-down time.

C. EDT in terms of N (Sleeping Time)

In N-policy, the BS is waked up once upon N packets are
accumulated in the queue, i.e., N is a control parameter for
the sleeping time. Larger N leads to longer sleeping time
and therefore less energy consumption. But, in this case, the
BS goes to setup phase less frequently and therefore the
end-to-end delay may not necessarily increase accordingly.
Depending on the parameters of setup time distribution, there
should be an optimal value of N, which leads to minimum
end-to-end delay and total energy consumption. In order to
get this optimal N∗, we generalize N to a real number and
then use optimization method to obtain N∗ as follows:

N∗ =

√
ρ2

SC2
S +ρS +(

1− pv

pv
)2 −ρS −

1− pv

pv
. (8)

Here, N∗ is feasible only when ρS(C2
S − 1)pv + 3pv − 2 > 0

holds. If N > N∗, the EDT does exist, i.e., larger N will lead
to longer end-to-end delay but less energy consumption. In
other words, sacrificing delay does not always help to save
energy. However, if N ≤ N∗, the EDT does not exist anymore,
i.e., larger N will lead to shorter end-to-end delay as well as
less energy consumption. This finding is substantially valuable
for the practical energy-efficiency design of hyper cellular
networks.

In order to simplify the expression, the mean close-down
time has been set to zero and therefore pv = 1 in the following
analysis. In this case, mean power of N-policy is equivalent to
a 1-policy system which has E[S]/N mean setup time, given
by

E[P] = ρPON +(1−ρ)PSL +
(1−ρ)ρS

N +ρS
(PST −PSL). (9)
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However, the mean sojourn time is not necessarily monotoni-
cally increasing in N, given by

E[T ] = E[B]+
ρhB(1+C2

B)

2(1−ρ)
+

N(N −1)+2NρS +ρ2
S(1+C2

S)

2λ(N +ρS)
.

(10)
By changing N, the explicit relationship between E[P] and
E[T ] is then given by

E[T ] =
ρSC2

S +1
2λ

A+
hS

2A
+hB +

ρhB(1+C2
B)

2(1−ρ)
− 1

2λ
, (11)

where
A =

E[P]− (ρPON +(1−ρ)PSL)

(PST −PSL)(1−ρ)
. (12)

D. Delay bound and delay variation
In practical systems, end users usually care more about

the maximum delay or the violation probability of a pre-
defined delay bound. That is to say, rather than the mean
delay, the delay bound and energy tradeoff is more important
in real system design. This brings even serious challenges
to us because, in order to characterize the delay bound, we
need to have the analytical results of the tail distribution of
the waiting time. Although we have obtained the LST of the
sojourn time as shown in Eq.(2), it is not trivial to obtain
the tail distribution in an analytical form. In replace, we
obtain the probability density function of the overall delay
numerically by inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (2) and then
asymptotically calculate the tail probability of the delay bound
by Chebyshev’s inequality or large deviation theorem. The
numerical results will be shown in the following section.

Another metrics for delay variation is the variance of the
time delay, which can be obtained from the LST shown
in Eq.(2). But, unfortunately, the result is in general quite
complicated. Just as an example, we show the result for N = 1
as follow.

Var[T ] =
[
12λ2(1+ pvρS)

2
]−1{

4ρ3
Sm3

S pv (1+ pvρS)

+ 12ρ2c2
B(1+ pvρS)

2 +12ρ2
S pv(1+ c2

S − pv)

+
ρ3(1+ pvρS)

2

(1−ρ)2

[
4m3

B(1−ρ)+3ρ(1+ c2
B)

2
]

− 3p2
vρ4

S(1+ c2
S)

2
}
, (13)

where m3
B = E[B3]/h3

B and m3
S = E[S3]/h3

S.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we provide numerical results to demon-
strate the impacts of close-down time and N on base station
performance and energy saving, and the tradeoffs between
mean power and mean sojourn time. We also investigate the
relationship between mean sojourn time and T 0.01

max . In all these
cases, customers arrive as a Poisson process with rate λ. When
the base station is transmitting data in power level PON, the
corresponding average service time is assumed to be hB, which
can be obtained via Shannon formula. When the base station
is in setup or close-down phases, PST = PCD = 0.9PON, which
is justified in [3] as the power consumption in idle state. We
assume that base station power consumption during sleep is
0.2PON.

A. Impact of Close-down Time
Figure 2 depicts the effects of the close-down time on

the mean sojourn time and mean power. The setup time is
deterministic and equal to hB. The close-down and service
times follow exponential distribution. We consider different
load conditions, and assume N = 1. We observe that as the
close-down time increases, the mean power increases and
mean sojourn time decreases. In light load conditions, sleep
mode brings more benefits on energy saving.

Figure 3 depicts the linear relationship between the mean
power and mean sojourn time for different N. Other parame-
ters, such as λ, hB, hS, C2

S , C2
B, have effects on the slope of

the linear function, but the linear relationship always exists.
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Fig. 2. Mean sojourn time (normalized by hB) and mean power (normalized
by PON) vs. mean close-down time (normalized by hB) in an 1-policy M/M/1
queue with exponentially distributed close-down time and deterministic setup
time. hS = hB.
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PON) in an N-policy M/M/1 queue with exponentially distributed close-down
time and deterministic setup time (changing the close-down time). ρ = 0.1,
hS = hB.

B. Impact of N
Figure 4 depicts the effects of N on the mean sojourn time

and mean power. Mean setup time equals to hB. We consider
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both light load and heavy load conditions, i.e, ρ = ρS = 0.1
and 0.8, respectively. We also consider the effects of the
deviation of setup time, and let C2

S = 0 and 25, respectively.
The deviation of setup time does not affect the mean power,
which is given by Eq. (9). Let Twait denote the waiting time
of a customer that arrives during the sleep time until the
server starts to setup, i.e., the time interval between one
customer arrival and the epoch when the Nth customer arrives
during the sleep phase. In light load conditions, the inter-
arrival time between customers is long, and Twait dominates
the mean sojourn time for large N. We observe that in light
load conditions, mean sojourn time is increasing in N. In heavy
load conditions, Twait is comparable with the setup time. By
increasing N, the server goes to setup less often, and the benefit
may outweigh the cost of longer Twait, especially when the
deviation of setup time is large. Therefore, there may exist
N > 1 that minimizes the mean sojourn time given by Eq.
(10).
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Fig. 4. Mean sojourn time (normalized by hB) and mean power (normalized
by PON) vs. N in an N-policy M/M/1 queue with close-down and setup times.
hS = hB.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the relationships between the mean
sojourn time and mean power. Since larger N always reduces
mean power, but not necessarily increases the mean sojourn
time, mean power is not a monotonically decreasing function
in the mean sojourn time as depicted in Fig. 6.

C. Mean Delay vs. Delay Bound

We consider the relationship between the mean sojourn
time and T 0.01

max . From the cases we studied, the relationship
between E[T ] and T 0.01

max is almost linear and depicted in
Fig. 7. We obtain these cases by changing the close-down
time. For simplicity, we assume that the setup times follow
exponential distribution, and thus simplify the calculations of
inverse Laplace transforms and tail probabilities. We consider
the cases where the service times follow exponential and
hyper-exponential distribution, where p1 = 0.8, p2 = 0.2, µ1 =
8, µ2 = 2/9, C2

B = 7.125. We observe that although larger
deviation of setup and service times leads to significantly
larger T 0.01

max , the nearly linear relationship still exists.
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The cases in Fig. 8 have the same distributions of service,
setup, close-down times as in Fig. 7. The only difference
is that we aim to investigate the effect of N, and therefore
calculate the sojourn time by changing N rather than the
close-down time. We observe that by changing N from 1 to
5, the mean sojourn time is also nearly linear with T 0.01

max .
Moreover, T 0.01

max is not very sensitive to the deviation of the
service time. One reason is that the effect of setup time on
service delay diminishes as N increases. Another reason is
that Twait dominates the delay as N increases. Note that we
are considering lightly loaded condition for the base station
sleeping operation.
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Fig. 8. T 0.01
max vs. mean sojourn time (both normalized by hB) in an N-policy

M/M/1 queue with close-down and setup times (changing N).

Fig.(9) shows the tradeoff between mean power and delay
bound while changing parameters E[D] and N. It can be clearly
seen that the tradeoff does exist and almost in linear form, i.e.,
great energy savings can be achieved if the delay bound can
be extended a little bit by reducing E[D] or increasing N.
However, as shown in Fig.(10), this may make the delay more
bursty, especially when reducing E[D]. When increasing N
but keeping E[D] fixed, the situation is a little bit complicated.
Specifically, N = 2 leads to the highest burstiness of the delay,
while N = 1 leads to the lowest, which is indeed a surprising
result. These insights provide a clear guideline for the sleeping
control design.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that energy can be traded
off by delay in hyper cellular networks with base station
sleeping control. The general conclusion is that the tradeoffs
between energy consumption and delay depend on base station
sleeping/weakup policies as well as many other system pa-
rameters. Specifically, the closed-form relationships between
mean power and mean overall delay have been derived for
three wake-up policies based on an M/G/1 vacation queueing
model with setup and close-down times. By changing the
close-down time, mean power is a monotonically decreasing
linear function of the mean delay, while the deviation of setup
time does not have any impact on energy consumption. By
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increasing N, mean power decreases, but there may exist N > 1
that minimizes the mean delay, in which case energy may
not be monotonically decreasing in delay. A nearly linear
relationship is also observed between the mean delay and the
bound on given percentile customer delay from the cases we
tested, which is not very sensitive to the distributions of service
time. Therefore, similar tradeoffs exist between mean power
and the delay bound. For the control policies discussed in this
paper, by limiting the mean delay to a corresponding level,
they guarantee with given high probability that customers be
served within their tolerable delay.

All in all, we conclude that, with the BS sleeping control,
the energy and the delay are not always a tradeoff, i.e., it is
possible to make the system energy consumption and the end-
to-end delay decrease simultaneously by carefully designing
the system parameters. This casts light on designing BS
sleeping and wake-up control policies in order to save energy
while maintaining acceptable quality of service.
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